
The Curse that Leads to Cynicism 

 

Does Pete Carroll expect his team to win? Yes! I watched a behind-the-scenes video on the 

Seattle Seahawks’ workout facility and was inspired, and intrigued.* They definitely expect 

to win. It is a stated expectation, the whole team is in (so am I as a “12th man”), moving 

toward that desire, dream, and high calling to be Super Bowl champions! 

  

Not all goals and expectations are so out front and clear, though, are they? 

  

Today, I want to talk about something that devastates teams, relationships, and individual 

lives. We are all guilty of it and it has affected most of us in one form or another. 

  

Unstated expectations. 

   

Lack of Self-Awareness 

  

Unstated expectations — or unrealistic expectations or unconscious expectations or even, 

at times, visionary expectations that are the right dream at the wrong time — are the curse 

of the visionary leader, and they’re destructive. 

  

The word expectation is in itself neutral, simply meaning something one envisions will 

happen in the future. Yet there’s nothing neutral about what happens when expectations get 

out of hand and lead to disappointment, and worse. 

  

Ironically, as leaders with an optimistic view of all the possibilities, developing a bold vision 

of the future is our #1 priority. Yet, more often than not, our 

unrealistic expectations get planted silently into our mind, like 

weeds in a well-planned garden. 

  

If we are not aware of our own tendencies, the “weeds” will 

bring forth disappointment and will choke out the joy that 

should come from seeing the growth of the “garden” — the 
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realization of the clearly stated vision. 

  

Talk about morale killers. People love to reach for stretch goals. They also need to know 

what is expected of them. It’s the silent expectations that devastate. 

   

Disappointing Response 

  

Here’s an example. Say you and your leadership team set the goal of 100 new “likes” on 

your business’s Facebook page. However, down deep you think how amazing the strategy 

is and surely it should yield well over 500 likes. That’s what happened to your buddy’s 

company, right? So why not yours? 

  

At the end of the month, your team comes to report their huge success — not 100 likes but 

150!  How do you respond? Out of your disappointment. You start shooting questions. Why 

didn’t....? What about...? Did you try…? Next time.... We need to....! 

  

How does this affect your team? They were so excited about the win —  exceeding the 

agreed-upon goal that you gave your thumbs up to (with no mention of your desire for 500 

likes.) Now their joy is snuffed out. 

  

But that’s not the worst of it. 

   

Why Bother? 

  

What can happen next is that a silent cynicism creeps into the organization. People begin to 

not trust the stated goals and initiatives, thinking (or saying behind your back), “They are 

going to change, so why bother?” 

  

Teams begin to downplay the importance of healthy debate with you, assuming you’ll just 

do what you want to do anyway. Eventually, people stop dreaming, wanting, and pursuing 

big goals together, because it’s never enough, it’s never right — and you’re never satisfied. 

  



Meanwhile, there’s a good chance you haven’t even noticed that morale is tanking. Your 

unrealistic disappointment energizes you and you start strategizing on getting those 500 

likes, by golly, oblivious to the damage you just inflicted on the team. Before you know it, 

you are cynical about your employees and soon no one is engaged, not even you. 

   

Authenticity and Hope 

  

 How do we move past this cynicism? 

  

 A business’s cynical culture begins to shift when we are truthful,     

trusting, and together reaching, collaborating, and celebrating  

our clearly stated desired outcomes. Now is a good time for me 

to add that this culture can be in your home, your school, and 

your favorite nonprofit. Cynicism in a partnership is the worst 

cancer of any relationship.** 

  

Have you stopped hoping, dreaming, believing? Where have 

you protected your heart against disappointment for so long, you find that part of you is 

lifeless, with only a dryness as evidence it existed? 

  

You can change all of that. It is simple, really, just not easy, but simple enough to start 

today. 

  

It begins with authenticity and hope. 

   

Out in the Open 

  
The key is for the leader to start moving from silent individual expectations to collaborative 
agreed-upon desired results. Yes, dream big and push hard, but get it all out in the open for 
everyone to align their actions toward achieving. As we grow in our emotional intelligence 
and vulnerability, we will have the confidence to speak what we want, to accept what is 
realistic, and pushback against status quo for the greatness of the desired result. 
  
When the leader walks out of the meeting, she should feel content, excited, stretched, and 
engaged. We know all expectations have been spoken out and vetted into the room when 



the team walks out feeling the same way. 
  
Take some time to examine your life in all areas and see where you have cynicism guarding 
your desires and dreams. You will never realize your dreams if you don’t let the fear of 
disappointment go. Let cynicism drive you to the vulnerable part of you and commit to let 
yourself feel and desire again. It will require changing your story and trusting yourself and 
others again. 
  
I would love to hear your thoughts on more ways to become alert to unspoken expectations 
and to overcome cynicism. 
  
Your Coach, 
  

 
 


